AHCA/NCAL has been instrumental in the formation of the newly created 21st Century Long-Term Care Caucus. We are pleased that Representatives Bryan Steil (R-1-WI) and Ann Kuster (D-2-NH) have agreed to co-chair the caucus.

The caucus will provide opportunities for Members and their staff to attend events, programing, and briefings that direct attention to issues and solutions confronting the long-term care sector.

By the year 2050, nearly 20 percent of the United States population will be 65 or older, compared to 15 percent today. As the nation ages, experts are also contemplating what the increase in the aging population will mean for the workplace, economy, healthcare, and senior living. The 21st Century Long-Term Care Caucus will focus its attention to these issues in true bipartisan manner.

Members of the caucus will be united in the idea that there are many commonsense solutions to the challenges facing the long-term care sector. Only when we work together can we focus our attention to providing the best quality of care to our most vulnerable in society.

**Ask your member of Congress to contact Representatives Bryan Steil or Ann Kuster to join the 21st Century Long-Term Care Caucus.**